The comparison of structural analogies between the energy-momentum tensors in general relativity and in a gauge theory of Yang-Mills type is tentatively extended to lattice physics. These considerations are guiding to a new lattice model for the symmetric energy-momentum tensor Θ µν of the pure Yang-Mills gauge sector, basing on half powers of the plaquette variable. The concept of non-trivial principal square roots of unitary matrices in lattice gauge theories can be epitomized to reconcile the pretension to a uniform construction principle for the components of Θ µν with general qualitative thermodynamic demands concerning arguments in 
Introduction
An observable which comparatively little attention has so far been paid to is the energy-momentum tensor on the lattice. Apparently, a true deep understanding of the energy-momentum tensor Θ µν in general and its loose connection (the puzzle 'why?' is still not yet resolved beyond comparisons regarding various applications of Noether's Theorem, cf. [11] ) with general relativistic variational processes in continuum physics is still absent. If we cannot substantially improve this situation by standard classical, quantum, or lattice field theory we can instead look out for similar patterns in physics and try to explain something less understood by an unconventional confrontation with something else being less understood for similar reasons, thereby attempting to "cast out the devil by Beelzebub " in a positive sense. This is exactly what we will do in Section 2, inspiring a novel model for Θ µν on the lattice.
With the help of several rather technical details and auxiliary definitions, to be given in Section 3, Section 4 will accurately specify various lattice models for Θ µν , including hitherto existing ones and the addressed new version. We will discuss results of Monte Carlo simulations in Section 5, regarding the Euclidean expectation values for the components of Θ µν in the scope of the disposable lattice models. We will conclude with a final discussion in Section 6, where we will in particular focus upon general relativistic and thermodynamic aspects around Θ µν and upon their implications for lattice physics. Throughout the paper, bold type does not indicate vector rank.
General Aspects
In Ref. [13] , the energy-momentum tensors of general relativity, Θ µν (1) (specification by its equations of motion, being the Einstein field equations), and of a continuum Yang-Mills theory, Θ µν (2) (representation by its own ingredients), were shown to be analogously reducible to purely metric expressions and a tensor field Ω (k) α β γ δ for both k ∈ {1, 2} (see Eq. (29) in Ref. [13] -Θ µν (2) there corresponds to Θ µν in Sec 1 here). It could be argued there that general relativity automatically supplies an SO(4) Yang-Mills tensor field Ω (2) α β γ δ as introduced just above, with
(v. Eq. (36) in Ref. [13] ), revealing some kind of quadratic coherency between
and Ω (2) α β γ δ there).
Therefore it is possible to deduce from the vierbein calculus in Ref. [13] that Ω 
Regarding Formulae (31) up to (35) in Ref. [13] , the allocation (2.2) becomes plausible relative to that context.
(we are silently restricting ourselves to k ∈ {1, 2} throughout the entire paper, as done in Ref. [13] 
being equivalent to Formula (2.11) in Ref. [19] if g • (there is of course no relation with the metric tensor g µν ) is understood as the formally relevant lattice coupling, "a " is the lattice spacing, "i " is the imaginary unit, and U µν as usual denotes the plaquette variable.
Now consider Ω
(2) α β γ δ
. In principle there is no need to continue the precedingly prevailing assignment 
as well, with lim
and plugging this prescription into Eqs. (29) and (31) in Ref. [13] is engendering a new version (the concrete formula will be presented in Sec 4 by (4.2) ) for Θ µν (2) on the lattice which is gauge invariant, has the correct continuum limit and can-in contrast to corresponding hitherto developed lattice models-simultaneously fulfil the demands for a uniform construction principle and for a Wilson form [12, 25, 26] of the Hamiltonian component Θ 44 (2) as well as for the structure of the trace anomaly [1, 4, 6] . With (2.5) and are of order one in the plaquette variable or its respective tied dual extension while their lattice field strength tensor representation is in the non-dual case of order "k " in
as required strictly in the continuum limit w.r.t. F µν .
We obtain an elegant lattice counterpart for (2.1): 3 Square Roots of Matrices and Semi-Unitarity
Let us recall the expressions (2.4) and (2.6) of the preceding section:
with κ = : g • (a) a 2 being different from the former κ in Ref. [13] . On the other hand, the standard field strength tensor on the lattice, F ∼µν , is defined by
implicitly. (3.1) up to (3.3) can be put together, yielding
(3.4) has to be understood as an expression which is purely symbolic in case of the underlying gauge group being nonabelian and is then motivated by its own reinterpretation as a continuation of the abelian particular case where the most general gauge group is U(1) and (3.4) has the precise significations
using the U(1) gauge field decomposition 
We have already given a prescription for the calculation of the matrix main-value roots in the last section, regarding the case of diagonalizable matrices. We will not discuss the scope for an eventual generalization to other square matrices here where the product of the main root of the diagonalizable part and a finite binomial series for the nilpotent matrix-valued remnant factor (up to the highest multiplicity of any original eigenvalue minus one) has to be taken into account. We just remark that the self-consistency of the main root of a matrix M in case of diagonalizability M = A D A −1 (with D being a diagonal matrix) can be illustrated via (
and the implementation of unicity by introducing the main-value prescription for the involved square roots. It is clear that any element of any unitary group is diagonalizable. Besides, we would like to indicate following subtle -ty: in case of the special unitarian gauge group SU(2), e.g., the main-root operation will exceed the group if and only if the tackled group element is unequal to the negative of the identity matrix. But without exception any main (principal) root of an element of any orthogonal, special orthogonal or special unitary group lies in the surrounding, merely unitarian supergroup.
Restoration of rotational invariance on the lattice can be achieved by the substitution of the plaquette variable
by the averaging
of all four plaquettes touching the 4 -space lattice site "n " in the µ -ν plane. For reasons of gauge invariance, the respective circulation has to start and to end at the same "n ", preserving one scheme of orientation, being counterclockwise according to usual convention. Let us call a 2 -by -2 matrix U semi-unitary here if
is valid and "special semi-unitary " if both (3.9) and
are fulfilled. Hence the special case of
complementally changes semi-unitarity into unitarity and special semi-unitarity into special unitarity. If U µ ν (n) in (3.7) is an element of the gauge
(the main root is here equal to the habitual principal value of the square root, v.s.) and special semi-unitary else. Eq. (3.12) is the α(V) = − 1 case of the "semi-unitarity signature "
for the kernel 15) which is proportional to Ω
ρ σ ξ η in Sec 2 if the limit a → 0 is investigated.
There are two possible refinements for 
onto the original Lie algebra. Second, rotational invariance on the lattice can be implemented by 17) according to (3.7) and (3.8). If (3.16) is applied definitely and (3.17) may be supplemented optionally then the-admittedly not finally fixed-resulting refinement shall be denoted by
The more general evaluation of (3.14) and (3. 
Re
The substitution (3.16) will leave (3.18) and (3.19) unchanged while (3.20) then becomes
4 Lattice Versions for the Energy-Momentum Tensor (3.9) up to (3.15) and (3.18) up to (3.21) have been formulated for 2 -by -2 matrices whereas all of the other formulae in Sec 3 are destined to the general case of N-by -N matrices to be returned to now. Using the hitherto introduced auxiliary quantities, it will become convenient to compare various versions for the symmetric energy-momentum tensor on the lattice. The concrete realization of the ideas (2.5) and (2.7) in Sec 2 is performed by starting with the continuum version of the energy-momentum tensor and by substituting the continuum field strength tensor F µν there by the refinements
, wich have been defined by a concatenation of both (3.1) and (3.2) with (3.16) and a contingent application of (3.17). The actual application of (3.17) shall be marked by the label ' HYBRID ' and its respective omission by the counterassignment ' PURE ' .
A well-known lattice model for the energy-momentum tensor [2, 3] can be in this mode described by
. Switching from (2.5) to (2.7), we obtain the totally new lattice model 
Monte Carlo Results
The Euclidean expectation values for the components of the presented lattice models for the symmetric energy-momentum tensor Θ µν have been measured on a 10 * * 4 lattice. For this purpose, a heat bath SU(2) Monte Carlo simulation [5] has been performed, measuring once every 50 sweepings after a cold start with a transient state of 10 000 lattice updatings. Basically the average concerning all of the lattice sites and every performance of a measurement of the quantity of reference there until a preliminarily most recent lattice sweeping X is defined as the Monte Carlo output read at sweep X . The In four dimensions, the investigated abs Θ 2 2 has to thermalize towards zero in each model presented above because O(4) invariance effectively supplies equal numbers of terms and analogous subtractive counterterms then. On the other hand, a model-dependent lattice simulation of abs Θ 13 is the better the more its limiting value lies in vicinity to the corresponding vanishing Euclidean vacuum expectation value for Θ 13 in continuum physics. Since the actually used lattice itself is fairly too coarse are direct consequences of (4.1) and (4.3 b).
Thus abs Θ karschHYBRID 13
is closer to zero than abs Θ ownHYBRID 13
. Nevertheless, there is no real need for Θ 13 to vanish on the lattice because Euclidean expectation values of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor indeed do not have negative parity-or spacetime 4 -parity, respectively. It is intuitively evident that the model ' OWN ' (4.2) should at least exhibit slightly deteriorated numerical convergence properties relative to ' CARA ' 
Discussion
The mathematical contents of an arbitrary Yang-Mills theory (we do not care about principles of symmetry breaking here) is just the nonabelian generalization of structures that we classically know in the form of electromagnetism. Ref. [13] demonstrates that these structures are pure "whirl " structures basing upon appropiately generalized cross products and curl operations so that we tend to infer from this insight solely that these structures are not suited to "arrive " at the symmetric energy-momentum tensor by a genuine access, like differential forms, e.g.. The same phenomenon is reflected by the circumstance that the only purely special relativistic Noether current representation
of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor does not supply D -dimensional information for the structure of the trace anomaly because Σ µνλ = −Σ µλ ν has to be fitted "by hand " for implying Θ µν = Θ νµ . Σ µνλ = 0 would merely give the canonical energy-momentum tensor, referring to the investigated spacetime translation invariance.
This difficulty can be algebraically overcome by structures with more refined combinations of the Levi-Civita tensor. The continuation of self-similarity arguments to the domain of general relativity in Ref. [13] is associated with the gauge group SO(4), whose structure constants can be in this way described by elementary spacetime tensors exclusively if ϕ ( A) = : a and ψ ( A) = : b are the inverse index-index functions relative to
The related (i c t)-Euclidean Riemann tensor R α β γ δ is, again, in contact with a further type of such an ingeniously concatenated combination of Levi-Civita tensors if exterior calculus is utilized for its remodeling into the Einstein tensor G µν , being proportional to the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of general relativity (the Θ µν (1) of Sec 2 ) after evaluation of the Einstein field equations:
In contrast to Yang-Mills theories, the geometrodynamic representation of general relativity is spanned by two sorts of base systems, being differential elements dx α and Cartan base vectors ∧ β e , both kinds of them displayed in (6.4) . This peculiarity may be seen in context with (6.3) and genuinely procreates symmetric tensors of the second rank in the framework of exterior calculus. The corresponding Noether current representation uses a variation of the Lagrangian density relative to the metric tensor and this procedure can be extended to Yang-Mills theories, acting as a cryptic (a posteriori invisible) general relativistic transit that specifies the trace anomaly of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor there appropiately.
Therefore a fundamental comprehension of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor Θ µν basically has something to do with general relativity. The pattern (2.8) in Sec 2 is a continuation of this aspect, promoting (4.2) as a new lattice ansatz for Θ µν . The average expectation value for the trace anomaly of (4.2) would formally be compatible with the description of the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in general relativity referring to the extent of deviation from an ultrarelativistic ideal-gas state of massless gauge bosons (which is comparatively least unrealistic for the non-selfinteracting gauge group U(1)-or perhaps for the deconfined high-temperature regime of QCD, as well as for low-temperature gluonium states [8, 10, 17, 18] ) if the isotropic special case (realizable by gases) is considered for position space, with the stress tensor becoming a product of pressure p and the unit matrix in the comoving system (whereas its trace is of course independent of the choice of the physical reference system-a completely finite (3 + 1)-lattice with spacings "a " and a τ and an-inversely defined-anisotropy parameter ξ = a τ /a is suitable to the scenario of a field theory at finite physical temperature T , where [14, 23] the integration scale for Euclidean "time ", "y ", in the action runs from 0 to 1/T for c =h = k B = 1 ):
For deriving (6.5), we have used the lattice transfer (thereby suppressing a ground-state energy normalization and integrations over constant field configurations-cf. [9, 10] ) of the statistical-physics relationship between the partition function Z and the ground-state expectation value 6.6) relative to any suited quantity of reference A ( DU is just the appropiate integration measure and does not directly concern the lattice quantity U µν ).
Repeating this for A = ξ (at fixed couplings and for adjusted ground-state energy normalization, v. [7, 10, 21] ) gives
whereat V is the 4 -volume of one periodicity segment of the regarded anisotropic lattice and S G is the employed lattice action for the pure gauge field sector.
In lieu of dimensional regularization of the continuum Θ 
